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From the studio behind Mystery of the Ancients, we invite you to come together and prepare for the first game in its new series: Bonfire Stories! The Quiet Grove complex has been abandoned for years, after a series of mysteriously missing guests - rumors blamed a terrifying figure called the faceless gravedigger. Without bodies or suspects, the case cooled, and events faded in legend. But when you and
your partner arrive to dig up a news story, you quickly discover that those tall stories were all true! Now the faceless gravedigger is in your way, and if you can't escape, you'll become the last chapter of this horrible legend. Track tracks and solve challenging puzzles to stay alive in this creepy hidden object adventure game! Average Rating: ( Ratings) Hidden - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger 1.0
Hidden Description - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger (Package Name: com.bigfishgames.bonfiregravediggergoog) is developed by Big Fish Games and the latest version of Hidden - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger 1.0 was updated on December 5, 2018. Hidden - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger is in the Category of Casual. You can check out all the apps from the developer of Hidden -
Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger and find 85 alternative apps to Hidden - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger on Android. Currently this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.4+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/ XAPK files in the APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with fast download. Discover the latest hidden object mystery game mystery game from premium game
company TOP SELLING, Big Fish. With over 26 million premium game downloads worldwide, Big Fish gives you exciting new mysteries to solve every week! Conquer your greatest fears in this chilling hidden object game! An urban legend surrounds the time-forgotten Quiet Grove complex of a mysterious assassin known as the Faceless Gravedigger. It was believed that this serial hijacker was responsible
for numerous disappearances over the years, but is it real or just a myth? To get the news of your life, you'll need to get on the line to find out! Explore the spooky grounds of this once-peaceful retreat as you hunt the truth over this evil story Test your skills through a variety of puzzles, mini-games and amazing hidden object scenes!• Immerse yourself in a fantastic story full of colorful characters and
intriguing locations!• Unlock the full game to get access to amazing additional content and additional gameplay!*** Discover more of Big Fish Fish Subscribe to our newsletter and never miss anything: check out our entire library with our Big Fish Games app: us on www.bigfishgames.com or check out us on your favorite social media channels!*By downloading this game you agree to our privacy policy: and
our terms of use: Read More APKCombo Hidden Casual Games - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger Download APK + OBB (773 MB) 1.0 Big Fish Games Sep 25, 2018 (2 years ago) Download APK + OBB (773 MB) Hunt the truth to escape the faceless gravedigger in this haunting story! Discover the latest hidden object mystery game mystery game from premium game company TOP SELLING, Big
Fish. With over 26 million premium game downloads worldwide, Big Fish gives you exciting new mysteries to solve every week! Conquer your greatest fears in this chilling hidden object game! An urban legend surrounds the time-forgotten Quiet Grove complex of a mysterious assassin known as the Faceless Gravedigger. It was believed that this serial hijacker was responsible for numerous
disappearances over the years, but is it real or just a myth? To get the news of your life, you'll need to get on the line to find out! Explore the spooky terrains of this once-peaceful retreat as you hunt the truth over this evil haunting story!• Test your skills through a variety of puzzles, Minigames and amazing hidden object scenes!• Immerse yourself in a fantastic story full of colorful characters and intriguing
locations!• Unlock the full game to access amazing extra content and additional gameplay!*** Discover more of Big Fish Games*** Sign up to receive our . Check out our entire library with our Big Fish Games app: us at www.bigfishgames.com or check out us on your favorite social media channels!*By downloading this game you are accepting our privacy policy: and our terms of use: Email:
info@bigfishgames.com See More Download APK + OBB (773 MB) Description: The Hidden - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger game is a new story that is based on mystical stories and horror movies that people like to tell on the campfire at night, However, in addition to the excellent story, you will also find a search for articles that are intertwined with became the basis of this genre. They prepared
the game at the famous Big Fish Games studio, which has been launching this For a long time, developers have their own style (most likely a template), and this can be seen, on the other hand, they have a great player base, which is not surprising when you launch games once a week. The plot will unfold around the history of the campfire, which affects events in a complex, where many people had
disappeared once, someone said it was an accident, and someone accused the Nameless Gravedigger ... murderer who was so baptized by the locals. However, you send it to these regions and you'll take research to see for yourself if it really exists or is a myth. Needless to say, if the killer exists, he will find evidence and possibly himself, but can he solve the problem with his safety? Anyway, you can
find out the end of the story only if you buy the full version of the game, which will cost $3.5, and you can download only your start for free, which will allow you to evaluate the quality of the app and the plot, and if you catch it, decide for yourself. Game Features: An interesting story about a killer or a myth, you decide Nice image and many places Search for articles and other classic chips Encrypted and
Puzzles, without which, too, it was not Game Disadvantages: The classic monetization format is to complete the game, at some point you will be asked for money. There is advertising on the free variation, so the full Line Of Background package: the game Hidden - Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger is not fundamentally different from most other developer projects, the template is the same, the quality
is the same, but the story is new. Download the trial version and see if you value it in such a sum or prefer another option. AdvertisingAation! All files represented on this site were found freely distributed on the Internet or by the permission of their authors. If any of the materials on this site violate your rights, report them DescriptionHidden. Bonfire Stories: Faceless Gravedigger. Collector's Edition - explore
shady places of the abandoned resort in search of clues and scary objects. In this Android game you will learn a legend of the city about a mysterious maniac. You're going to find out if the stories about faceless gravedigger are true or not. Browse old buildings, abandoned cemeteries, and other scary places. Try to find clues, evidence, or other objects you'll need to complete the tasks. Guess riddles and
solve logical tasks. Game Features:Exciting storyInteresting mini-gamesB gloomy booksRe puzzlesHidden scenes of objectsArmotividadesAresar
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